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EDITORIAL PREFACE 

 
This is Fourth Issue of Volume Six of the Signal Processing: An International Journal (SPIJ). SPIJ 
is an International refereed journal for publication of current research in signal processing 
technologies. SPIJ publishes research papers dealing primarily with the technological aspects of 
signal processing (analogue and digital) in new and emerging technologies. Publications of SPIJ 
are beneficial for researchers, academics, scholars, advanced students, practitioners, and those 
seeking an update on current experience, state of the art research theories and future prospects 
in relation to computer science in general but specific to computer security studies. Some 
important topics covers by SPIJ are Signal Filtering, Signal Processing Systems, Signal 
Processing Technology and Signal Theory etc. 

 
The initial efforts helped to shape the editorial policy and to sharpen the focus of the journal. 
Started with Volume 6, 2012, SPIJ appears with more focused issues related to signal processing 
studies. Besides normal publications, SPIJ intend to organized special issues on more focused 
topics. Each special issue will have a designated editor (editors) – either member of the editorial 
board or another recognized specialist in the respective field. 
 
This journal publishes new dissertations and state of the art research to target its readership that 
not only includes researchers, industrialists and scientist but also advanced students and 
practitioners. The aim of SPIJ is to publish research which is not only technically proficient, but 
contains innovation or information for our international readers. In order to position SPIJ as one of 
the top International journal in signal processing, a group of highly valuable and senior 
International scholars are serving its Editorial Board who ensures that each issue must publish 
qualitative research articles from International research communities relevant to signal processing 
fields. 
   
SPIJ editors understand that how much it is important for authors and researchers to have their 
work published with a minimum delay after submission of their papers. They also strongly believe 
that the direct communication between the editors and authors are important for the welfare, 
quality and wellbeing of the Journal and its readers. Therefore, all activities from paper 
submission to paper publication are controlled through electronic systems that include electronic 
submission, editorial panel and review system that ensures rapid decision with least delays in the 
publication processes.  
 
To build its international reputation, we are disseminating the publication information through 
Google Books, Google Scholar, Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), Open J Gate, 
ScientificCommons, Docstoc and many more. Our International Editors are working on 
establishing ISI listing and a good impact factor for SPIJ. We would like to remind you that the 
success of our journal depends directly on the number of quality articles submitted for review. 
Accordingly, we would like to request your participation by submitting quality manuscripts for 
review and encouraging your colleagues to submit quality manuscripts for review. One of the 
great benefits we can provide to our prospective authors is the mentoring nature of our review 
process. SPIJ provides authors with high quality, helpful reviews that are shaped to assist authors 
in improving their manuscripts. 
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Abstract 

 
For high fidelity sound reproduction, it is necessary to use long filter coefficients in audio crosstalk 
cancellation.  To implement these long filters on real-time DSP processors, conventional overlap 
save technique suffers from more computational power as well as processing delay. To overcome 
these technical problems, mixed uniform partitioned convolution technique is proposed. This 
method is derived by combining uniform partitioned convolution with mixed filtering technique. 
With the proposed method, it is possible to perform audio crosstalk cancellation even at the order 
of ten thousand filter taps with less computations and short processing delay. The proposed 
technique was implemented on 32-bit floating point DSP processor and design was provided with 
efficient memory management to achieve optimization in computational complexity. The 
computational comparison of this method with conventional methods shows that the proposed 
technique is very efficient for long filters. 
 
Keywords: Convolution, Crosstalk Cancellation, FFT, Mixed filtering, Partitioned Convolution, 
Overlap Save Method. 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

3D audio systems have the potential to be used in many spatial audio applications such as home 

theatre entertainment, gaming, teleconference and remote control. To reproduce the realistic 

spatial audio, the challenging task of any 3D audio system is to have the ability to reproduce 

spatial reverberation characteristics and spatial audio pattern at the desired locations. This could 

be achieved by binaural synthesis and audio cross-talk cancellation (CTC). In 1983, head related 

transfer function (HRTF) technology was developed to transform the sound field of a particular 

location to the head by convolving the sound with appropriate pair of HRTF functions. 

Headphones have excellent spatial characteristics such as channel separation and equalization, 

but they are inconvenient and little bit cumbersome to use when more number of listeners is 

enjoying the audio. An alternative to HRTF technology is conventional stereo loudspeaker system 

located exactly in front of the listener. In this case, transmission path equalization is obtained by 

inverting acoustic transfer function matrix between the two loudspeakers and the two ears of 

listener, which is called crosstalk cancellation and is particularly required to cancel the unwanted 

crosstalk from each speaker to the opposite ear [1][2][3][4]. 
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To obtain such equalization for transmission path, the impulse responses of 2x2 system inversion 
matrix (haa(n), hab(n), hba(n), hbb(n) as shown in Fig.1) may last for several hundreds of 
milliseconds, which leads to the requirement of thousands of FIR filter coefficients as impulse 
responses [5]. Due to this, the implementation of these long filters on real-time DSP processors 
requires more computational power. To overcome the complexity issues, it is essential to develop 
new implementation techniques without compromising for performance. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 1: Audio Crosstalk Cancellation (CTC) for stereo source. 
 

Historically, time domain convolution is well known technique. Even though this method is the 
original method, it won't be preferred for long filters, in general, as it suffers from more 
computational power. On other hand, overlap save & overlap add methods are frequency domain 
methods and are efficient to handle the computational complexity problems in real-time 
implementation. In these methods, the length of FFT is derived as N = L+M-1, which must be a 
power of 2 due to the usage of FFT, where L and M are frame size and filter length respectively. 
For the case of L=256 & M=8192, N becomes 8447 and could be chosen as 16384 by adding 
additional zeros. Due to additional zeros, FFT size increases and hence, the increase in 
computational power. In addition to this, the additional zeros cause the delay in output response 
at least by M [5][6][7]. 
 
To overcome delay issues, in 1988, Vetterli proposed running convolution based on multi-rate 
methods, in which impulse response is divided into bi-orthonormal filter banks continuously till 
minimum FFT Size reaches such as equivalent to frame size, L. After bi-orthonormal filtering 
process, required interpolation techniques will be applied to obtain the final filtered signal. In this, 
delay issue was solved but it suffers from computational complexity as filtering process could be 
performed for every sub filter bank and this technique involves more buffering of data[8][9]. 
 
Uniform partitioned convolution is a kind of technique where computational complexity as well as 
delay issues is resolved. If this technique is applied individually to each filter of Fig.1, the 
implementation complexity is huge and internal DSP memory may not hold all required buffers, 
particularly for long filters [10][11][12][13][14][15][16][17]. 
 
To avoid such problems, uniform partitioned convolution is combined with mixed filtering in this 
paper and presented as a new proposed algorithm to reduce computational complexity as well as 
processing delay. With efficient memory management and the properties of FFT, the proposed 
technique is very good choice for audio CTC for long filters. 
 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the review of mixed filtering and uniform 
partitioned convolution. Later the combination of these two techniques is explained as proposed 
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method in section 3. It also discusses theoretical computational complexity, design to achieve 
efficient memory management and optimization techniques. Section 4 details about the 
experimental details and results. The computational complexity of proposed method is compared 
with that of overlap save method. Finally chapter 5 provides the conclusion and future scope to 
update the proposed method. 

 
2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 

In this section, Mixed Filtering and uniform partitioned convolution methods are reviewed.  
 
2.1 Mixed Filtering 
The name implies that this method is able to perform all filtering operations of CTC in a single 
equation. This is possible by forming a complex sequence with real-time outputs ya(n), yb(n). By 
doing so, one could arrive at the frequency domain equivalent of output complex sequence as 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) )1(→+=+= kHkXkHkXkjYkYkY bbaaba  

where 

 
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )kHjkHkH

kHjkHkH

bbbab

abaaa

+=

+=
 

 
The computational complexity of equation (1) includes one FFT computation with decomposition 
(to evaluate Xa(k) and Xb(k) ), complex frequency multiplication and one IFFT. The real and 
imaginary components of IFFT output yield ya(n) and yb(n) respectively [5].  
 
2.2 Uniform Partitioned Convolution 
In this method, the length of impulse response is uniformly partitioned into small lengths so that 
overlap save method is applied to each partitioned impulse response and finally adding all 
outputs of partitioned filters yield the convolved output. Fig. 2 shows the signal processing 
involved in this method [10][11]. 

 
Let h(n) of length M be the impulse response and frame length be L. Fig. 2A shows the time delay 
line filter. Let h0(n), h1(n),..., hm-1(n) where m = M/L be the partitioned impulse responses, which 
are obtained by dividing the impulse response length by L so that the length of each partitioned 
impulse response becomes L. Fig. 2B shows the application of overlap save method to each 
partitioned impulse response, where FFT/IFFT size is equal to 2L. After first frame is processed, 
L samples of IFFT output are transmitted as filtered output. For 2

nd
 frame, first frame will be 

delayed by L samples and provided as input to 2
nd

 partitioned filter. Now overlap save method is 
applied to both partitioned filters and IFFT outputs are summed to yield filtered output of 2

nd
 

frame. This process is continued till last partitioned filtering process. Instead of finding FFT and 
IFFT for time delayed frames and frequency multiplied outputs, it is better to optimize the 
structure with single FFT and IFFT as shown in Fig. 2C just by delaying the FFT outputs. When 
2

nd
 frame arrives, FFT output of 1

st
 frame becomes the input 2

nd
 partitioned filter. The complex 

outputs of all partitioned frequency multipliers are added and a single IFFT is applied to the 
complex sum. From the IFFT output, L samples are transmitted as overall filtered output.  
 
FFT size of 2L means that the appended zero samples are L in size so that the processing delay 
is L samples in worst case whereas overlap save method for original impulse response produces 
at least M samples delay. Hence this method provides less delay compared to that of overlap 
save method.  
 
Computational complexity of this method is explained as follows. For each frame, one FFT and 
one IFFT of size 2L are required. The frequency multiplier length is 2L. Such frequency multipliers 
are m = M/L and hence complex multiplications of 2L.M/L = 2M are needed. All frequency 
multipliers have to be added before providing as input to IFFT and hence 2L (m-1) = 2(M - L) 
complex additions are required. 
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FIGURE 2: Interpretation of Uniform Partitioned Convolution using block diagram representation. 

 
3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

The proposed algorithm combines both the methods mentioned in Section 2. To proceed for the 
proposed algorithm, let us partition the impulse responses, ha(n) & hb(n) of equation (1). The time 
domain equivalents of Ha(k) & Hb(k) are given by haa(n) + j hab(n) & hba(n)+j hbb(n) respectively. 
The length of these impulse responses are M. By partitioning these into m parts, where m = M/L, 
the resultant partitioned impulse responses are given by 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }nhjnhnhjnhnhjnh

nhnhnhnhnh

mabmaaabaaabaa

maaaaa
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,....,,,

−−

−

+++=

=
 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }nhjnhnhjnhnhjnh
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mbbbbb

1,1,1,1,0,0,

1,2,1,0,

....,,,

,....,,,

−−

−

+++=

=
 

 
The length of each partitioned sequence now becomes L. As per overlap save method, FFTs of 
these partitioned responses found out by appending L zeros to each impulse response. The 
frequency equivalents, Ha,0(k), Ha,1(k),... Ha,m-1(k) and Hb,0(k), Hb,1(k),... Hb,m-1(k) are obtained in 
this way. Once partitioned FFT coefficients are found, the rest of the algorithm is based on the 
application of uniform partitioned convolution approach as per equation (1). Instead of using two 
IFFTs, it is better to apply single IFFT to the complex frequency sum, [Xa(k)Ha(k)+Xb(k)Hb(k)]. 
IFFT output provides the outputs ya(n) & yb(n)  in complex form. 
 
The z-domain equivalent of equation (1) is given by 
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The block diagram of the proposed algorithm was shown in Fig. 3. The steps involved in 
proposed algorithm are as follows. 

 
a. Partition the long impulse responses and find the complex frequency equivalents as stated 

above. 
b. Receive the 1

st
 frames of inputs xa(n) & xb(n) and store them in memory buffers of length 

2L each.  
Note: Initially memory buffers contain zeros and filling of input frames into memory buffers 
is based on overlap save method.  

c. Find out FFT of overlapped 1
st
 frame and store complex FFT outputs, Xa(k) & Xb(k) in 

separate buffers.  
Note: Reference [7] could be followed to find Xa(k) & Xb(k).  

d. Perform complex frequency multiplication between frequency partitioned coefficients and 
frequency delayed input frames. Each time one frequency multiplication is performed, the 
resultant complex output is added to previous multiplier output so that complex sum will be 
provides as input to IFFT. 

e. Evaluate step (d) for both of inputs xa(n) & xb(n) and add the corresponding complex sums 
to yield [Xa(k)Ha(k)+Xb(k)Hb(k)]. 

f. Now apply IFFT to the output in step (e) and transmit real & imaginary parts of complex 
IFFT output as ya(n) & yb(n) respectively.  
Note: As per overlap save method, only L valid samples will transmitted from IFFT output.  

g. Repeat steps (b) to (f) for each new frame. 
 

 
FIGURE 3: Block diagram of Mixed Uniform Partitioned Convolution to obtain CTC outputs  
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3.1 Theoretical Computational Complexity 

The following table provides the details of computations required for proposed algorithm. Here 

O(N)=N.log2N 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE 1: Computational complexity of proposed algorithm 

 
Total Complex Multiplications : 4M + O(2L) 

Total Complex Additions : 4M + 2 O(2L) + 2L 
  
3.2 Efficient Memory Management 
After going through the steps of the proposed algorithm, one can believe that the proposed 
method requires more copying routines (and hence more processing cycles) to perform FFT, 
frequency multiplication and IFFT evaluation. But by storing FFT output buffers in systematic way, 
these copying routines could be avoided. Fig. 4 depicts the approach that was followed for 
implementation. The diagram is showing only the real buffers of FFT. Such kind of buffers is 
needed for imaginary buffers also, which was not shown in the diagram.  
 
A dedicated memory of size 2M is allocated for real & imaginary parts of Xa(k) & Xb(k) to store 
FFT values of current frame as well as delayed frames. Also the real & imaginary parts of 
partitioned coefficients are also arranged in memory buffers of size 2M in sequence i.e. Ha,0(k), 
Ha,1(k),...Ha,m-1(k), etc. Initially all input buffers hold zeros. When 1

st
 frame arrives, FFT of input 

buffers could be stored in last 2L locations of the dedicated 2M length buffer directly. The pointer 
for the last 2L location in dedicated 2M buffer could be passed as argument into FFT function 
evaluation. Now, these 2L values are multiplied directly with first 2L values of coefficient buffer 
index by index. The resultant 2L values could be added to another 2L length dedicated real & 
imaginary buffers. These dedicated buffers hold the final complex frequency multiplication output 
of size 2L and will be directly provided as input to IFFT evaluation. The next 2L locations of real & 
imaginary buffers are accessed in circular fashion and multiplied with associated coefficient 
buffers index by index and finally added to the real & imaginary dedicated IFFT input buffers. This 
process is continued till m = M/L stages of multiplication are performed. IFFT is evaluated with 2L 
size dedicated real & imaginary buffers. IFFT output produces 2L complex values of which L real 
& imaginary values are transmitted as ya(n) & yb(n) respectively. 
 
When 2

nd
 frame arrives, the FFT values of 1

st
 frame need not be disturbed. FFT of 2

nd
 frame will 

be stored in 2L locations previous to 1
st
 frame. The buffers are accessed in circular fashion and 

complex frequency multiplication could be performed in same way as explained earlier with the 
associated partitioned complex frequency coefficients. This procedure will be continued in this 
way for every new frame received. 

To 
Calculate 

Computational complexity 
Remarks 

 
Complex 

Multiplications 
Complex 
Additions 

Xa(k) & Xb(k). 0.5 O(2L) 
O(2L)+2. 2L = 

O(2L) + 4L 
FFTs of xa(n) & xb(n) could be found with 

single FFT and decomposition[7] 

Xa(k)Ha(k) 2L.M/L=2M 2(M-L) 

Each Partitioned frequency multiplication 
requires 2L multiplications. Such 

partitions are M/L and hence 2M complex 
multiplications are needed. All partitioned 
multiplier outputs are to be added, which 

requires 2(M-L) complex additions 
Xb(k)Hb(k) 2L.M/L=2M 2(M-L) ” 

Y(k) - 2L 

The outputs of Xa(k)Ha(k) & Xb(k)Hb(k) 
are complex sequences are of length 2L 
each. As per equation (1), the addition of 
these outputs index by index requires 2L 

complex additions 
y(n) 0.5 O(2L) O(2L) Complexity of IFFT with size equal to 2L 
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By assuming real & imaginary buffers as circular buffers, intermediate copying routines could be 
minimized for complex frequency multiplication as well as FFT and IFFT evaluation. 
 

 
FIGURE 4: Efficient memory management in SHARC processors for Mixed Uniform Partitioned 

Convolution.  
 
3.3 Efficient Complex Frequency Multiplication 
The sum of complex multiplications, i.e. [Xa(k)Ha(k)+Xb(k)Hb(k)], was implemented with 
multiplication and add instructions in parallel with data move operations efficiently on SHARC 
processor. This piece of code was provided here with 8 instructions inside the loop. The loop 
counter size is 2L, which means that this code is valid for one partitioned filter and the same code 
is called m times for all partitioned filters. The following analogy was made for easy 
understanding.   

  
Xa(k) � a1+jb1 
Ha(k) � c1+jd1 
Xb(k) � a2+jb2 
Hb(k) � c2+jd2 
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In above piece of code, y1 & y2 are of size 2L each, which hold the real and imaginary outputs 
obtained by summing the complex frequency multiplication outputs of all partitioned filters. These 
two buffers are provided as inputs to IFFT evaluation. 

 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

The proposed method “Mixed Uniform Partitioned Convolution” was implemented on SHARC 
ADSP-21469, 32 bit floating point DSP processor [18] with EZ-Kit Lite to measure the 
computational complexity.  A dedicated buffer of size 2L is used for each input frames xa(n) & 
xb(n). Overlap save method is followed to overlap previous frames for calculation of FFT for each 
frame. Fixed memory buffers of size 2L are allocated to store real & imaginary FFT coefficients of 
all partitioned impulse responses. The complex frequency multiplication of equation (2) was 
implemented very efficiently using SIMD of SHARC processor. For IFFT calculation, FFT 
algorithm was reused by swapping the real & imaginary buffers and the scaling factor of 1/N was 
applied to the FFT outputs after swapping real & imaginary buffers again.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE 2: Proposed Algorithm - Mega Peak Cycle counts for frame length, L=256 and variable filter lengths. 
 

 
FIGURE 5: Computational complexity comparison. X-axis represents filter length, M. Y-axis represents 

Mega Peak cycle count. The above results are valid for frame length of L=256. 

Filter 
Length, M 

Mega Peak 
Cycle count 

Filter 
Length, M 

Mega Peak 
Cycle count 

512 0.02137 9216 0.19573 

1024 0.02628 9728 0.20579 

1536 0.0312 10240 0.21565 

2048 0.03611 10752 0.22561 

2560 0.04103 11264 0.23762 

3072 0.04594 11776 0.24698 

3584 0.05086 12288 0.25532 

4096 0.05577 12800 0.26490 

4608 0.06069 13312 0.27398 

5120 0.0656 13824 0.28536 

5632 0.07052 14336 0.29621 

6144 0.07543 14848 0.30453 

6656 0.08035 15360 0.31762 

7168 0.08526 15616 0.32203 

7680 0.09018 16128 0.33018 

8192 0.09509 16384 0.33987 

8704 0.18577   
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The cycle counts were calculated on SHARC processor by varying the filter length for fixed block 
size, L=256. Table 2 shows the computational complexity details along with that of Mixed filtering 
with overlap save method. Fig. 5 shows the comparison of computation cycles between Mixed 
filtering with overlap save method (Results were taken from Reference [7] for this method) and 
proposed method.  
 
In the graph, one can observe that slight increase in mega peak cycle count for filter length of 
M=8704. For the cases of more than M=8704, the required internal DSP memory is not able to 
hold all the required buffers such as delayed FFT values of input as well as FFT coefficients. To 
handle this, all the contents of these buffers will be written into external storage device such as 
SDRAM. From SDRAM, these buffers could be read whenever needed using Direct Memory 
Access. To avoid too many cycles due to this memory transfer, DMA was performed in 
background with DSP core process. Due to all these processing, some extra cycles are needed 
compared to the actual signal processing and hence the mega peak cycle count was increased 
for these cases.  
 
Similarly, mega peak cycle count is constant in Mixed filtering with overlap save method for few of 
the cases, for example M=2048 to 3584. This is obviously expected because in all these cases, 
FFT length is 4096 and all the operations are based on this factor. This is where the proposed 
method is advantageous than the overlap save method.  

 
The experimental results clearly indicate that the proposed method provides more savings in 
computational complexity by following the efficient design as explained sub-sections 3.2 and 3.3. 
The advantage of proposed algorithm is that FFT computational complexity is a function of frame 
length unlike on coefficient length as in overlap save method. By segmenting filtering process into 
M/L parts, one can achieve attractive computational savings and also savings in memory usage. 
 
5. CONCLUSION & SCOPE OF FUTURE WORK 

To reduce the processing delay for long filters in audio crosstalk cancellation, an efficient method 
with combination of mixed filtering and uniform partitioned convolution is proposed to implement 
on real-time DSP processors. With efficient internal DSP memory management, it is possible to 
perform audio CTC with less computational complexity even at longer filter lengths. The results 
clearly indicate that the proposed method is highly dominant in both terms of computational 
complexity and processing delay.  
 
This work could be extended to mixed non-uniform partitioned convolution, with which, one can 
obtain more efficient results. But this method is basically useful in applications related to 
operating systems and involves more complex process. Also instead of concentrating on FFT, it 
is better to use Fast Hartley Transform to reduce the computational complexity. Because FHT is 
always real in nature and operates directly on real signal as opposed to FFT, which always 
operates on complex signal, in general. The major area where more computations needed in the 
proposed method is complex frequency multiplication. By either utilizing the DSP architecture 
core instruction set effectively or simple mathematical equations, it is possible to work on this for 
effective computational complexity. 
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Abstract 

 
Automatic speaker recognition system is used to recognize an unknown speaker among several 
reference speakers by making use of speaker-specific information from their speech. In this 
paper, we introduce a novel, hierarchical, text-independent speaker recognition. Our baseline 
speaker recognition system accuracy, built using statistical modeling techniques, gives an 
accuracy of 81% on the standard MIT database. We then propose and implement a novel state-
space pruning technique by performing gender recognition before speaker recognition so as to 
improve the accuracy/timeliness of our baseline speaker recognition system. Based on the 
experiments conducted on the MIT database, we demonstrate that our proposed system 
improves the accuracy over the baseline system by approximately 2%, while reducing the 
computational time by more than 30%. 
 
Keywords:Speaker Recognition, Gender classification, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients, 
Cepstral Mean Subtraction, Gaussian Mixture Model. 
 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Speaker recognition is the task of automatically recognizing/identifying an unknown speaker 
among several reference speakers using speaker-specific information included in speech waves 
[10]. Such a system can have several potential applications such as a biometric tool for security 
purposes. Speech being one of the most natural and common form of communication, any 
speech-based security system would be non-intrusive and havehigher user acceptance. Also 
such systems can be easily integrated into the ubiquitous telephone network, thereby providing 
access controlfor banking transactions by telephone, automatictelephonetransactions such as 
voice mail and credit card verification, and remote access to computers via modems on dial-up 
telephone lines. Such a system can also have potential applications in forensics. 

 
Speaker recognition [5, 21, 22] combines both speaker verification and speaker identification. 
Speaker verification is the technique to verify a person's claimed identity by making use of the 
speech cures. On the other hand, in speaker identification, no identity claims are made and the 
system has to identify the speaker. Significant work has been done in the area of speaker 
recognition over the past years. The most notable and widely referred approaches are:- the 
Gaussian mixture model (GMM - UBM) [19], and the mixed GMM- UBM and SVM technique [23]. 
Speaker recognition systems can be further divided into text-dependent and text-independent 
systems. In text-dependent systems [24], the recognition phrases/words are constant or known a 
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priori. On the other hand, in text-independent systems, there are no constraints on the words 
which the speakers are allowed to use and thus, text independent recognition is considered to be 
a more challenging task.  
 
In this paper, we propose a text-independent speaker recognition system based on Gaussian 
Mixture Models (GMMs) which is proven to be a powerful tool and is often employed in text-
independent classification tasks. We also propose a technique for speeding up and improving the 
accuracy of the speaker identification task by pruning the search space by dropping out the 
unlikely speakers by making use of gender recognition before speaker identification.  

 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our speaker recognition 
technique. Section 3 discusses the improvements that we propose to our speaker recognition 
system. Section 4 provides a description of the experiments along with a detailed analysis of the 
results. We finally conclude the paper in Section 5 with notes regarding the future work. 

 
2. GMM-Based Speaker Recognition 
 
The recognition system is divided into two phases namely training phase and testing phase. In 
training phase, speech samples are collected pre-processed and then speaker-specific features 
are extracted from them. Thereafter, the different speaker classes are statistically modeled using 
GMMs. In the testing phase, features are extracted from the test samples and their likelihood of 
match is estimated against the trained models. The model against which the test sample yields 
the highest likelihood score is identified as the speaker class. This is shown in Figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 1:Pictorial Representation of the Speaker Recognition System. 

 
In the following subsection, we describe the techniques that we use for front-end processing, 
feature extraction and feature matching respectively. 
 
2.1 Front end Processing 

 
2.1.1 Pre-emphasis 
The sampled speech is pre-emphasized to enhance the high frequency components of the 
spectrum, especially the so-called formants, against the lower frequencies which contain most of 
the signal’s power, but are known to be rather irrelevant for speech intelligibility. Pre-emphasis of 
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the high frequencies is done to obtain similar amplitudes for all the formants [8]. This is performed 
by applying a first order FIR filter to the speech signal: 
 

s[k] = s[k] – a1. s[k-1] where a1 = 0.97 
 

2.1.2 Framing 
The resulting pre-emphasized speech signal is then divided into smaller parts out of which certain 
features essential for recognition are extracted. These short-time intervals of the speech signal 
are called frames. Since the frame duration is very small, each frame is assumed to be a 
stationary process and is assumed to have a constant spectrum. Overlapping of the frames is 
done so that the adjoining frames would overlap to achieve a smoother development of the short-
time characteristics of the individual signal blocks [10]. Overlapping is done mainly to avoid loss 
of information. 

 
2.1.3 Windowing 
All these frames are then multiplied by a window function. This is required to smooth the edges of 
each frame to reduce the discontinuities or abrupt changes at the endpoints. Windowing also 
serves to reduce the spectral distortion that arises from the windowing itself [10]. Here, in our 
experiments, we have made use of a hamming window, which is characterized by: 
 

w(n) = 0.54 – 0.46 cos ( 
���
��� ) 

 

where, N = width in samples and n is an integer with values 0  <n < N- 1 
 

2.2 Feature Extraction and Modeling 
The acoustic signal contains different kinds of information about the speaker. The signal 
processing involved changes depending on the type of characteristics we are interested in the 
speaker. The basic aim of feature extraction in our recognition system is to reduce the amount of 
data while retaining the speaker-dependent and gender-specific information.  

 
2.2.1 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) 
MFCCs have by far, proved to be the most successful and robust feature for recognition 
purposes. The MFCC feature set is based on the human perception of sound i.e., on the known 
evidence that the information carried by low-frequency components of the speech signal are 
phonetically more important for humans than the high-frequency components [9]. This is 
expressed in the mel-frequency scale, which is linear frequency spacing below 1000 Hz and a 
logarithmic spacing above 1000 Hz .The MFCC feature extraction algorithm [3, 4, 11] is shown in 
Figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 2:MFCC Feature Extraction Process. 
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The final MFCC feature vector is composed of 39 parameters (including the delta and delta- delta 
coefficients which are added to model the inter-frame dependencies in speech and are the time 
derivatives of the basic static parameters). However these delta and delta-delta coefficients can 
increase the feature vector by up to 24 dimensions. So, in this paper we have used the Delta 
Cepstral energy (DCE) and Delta-Delta Cepstral Energy (DDCE) that can compactly represent 
the delta and delta-delta cepstral information in one-dimensional feature [12]. For any one frame, 
they are calculated as follows:- 

DCE = ∑ �∆
�����
���  

 
DDCE = ∑ �∆�
�����

���  
 

where, ∆MFCCl, ∆
2
MFCCl are the l

th
delta and delta-delta cepstral coefficients and L is the number 

of MFCCs. 
 

2.2.2 Maximum Auto-Correlation Value (MACV) 
The pitch frequency is an extremely important property of speech and defines the periodicity of a 
speech signal. However the accurate pitch extraction is not an easy task due to the non-
stationarity and quasi-periodicity of speech signal, as well as the interaction between the glottal 
excitation and the vocal tract. Also speech frames are not always periodic and pitch cannot be 
determined for the unvoiced frames. So, here we have used the Maximum Auto-correlation 
algorithm [10] (MACV) which does not use pitch value directly as a feature and works well for 
both voiced and unvoiced frames. It captures the periodicity characteristics of speech signal in an 
indirect manner in the form of voicing information. 

 
2.2.3 Cepstral Mean Subtraction (CMS) 
Practically, the speech samples in the database are collected using different microphones, each 
having its own inbuilt channel noise. This channel noise gets convolved with the environmental 
noise. To remove the variability in different speech samples owing to the use different 
microphones, we make use of the Cepstral mean features (CMS). After the features are extracted 
from each speech sample, the mean of the whole feature set is calculated and is subtracted from 
each frame to get the Cepstral mean features. It is assumed throughout that the speech signal 
has a zero mean and the channel noise is finite. It has been established experimentally in prior 
research work that CMS yields more robust features than MFCC by itself. 

 
2.3 Gaussian Mixture Modeling 
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) [19, 20] are parametric representation of a probability density 
function. When trained to represent the distribution of a feature vector, GMMs can be used as 
classifiers. GMMs have proved to be a powerful tool for distinguishing acoustic sources with 
different general properties. The use of GMMs for modeling activity is motivated by the 
interpretation that the (1) uni-variate Gaussian densities have a simple and concise 
representation, depending uniquely on two parameters, mean and variance, (2) they are capable 
to model arbitrary densities, (3) the Gaussian mixture distribution is universally studied and its 
behaviors are widely known, (4) a linear combination of Gaussian basis functions is capable of 
modeling a large class of sample distributions. In principle, the GMM can approximate any 
probability density function to an arbitrary accuracy. 
 
A GMM is a weighted sum of M component densities as shown in figure, given by the equation:- 

 
P ( xt |λs) = ∑ pi bi  (x(t)) M

i=1  
 
Here, xt is a sequence of feature vectors from the activity data, x(t) is feature vector having D-
dimensionality. bi(s) is the Gaussian probability distribution function (PDF) associated with the i

th
 

mixture component and is given by: 
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bi(xt)=
�

���/�| ∑ | ��
�/� ����

���� ���^ ∑�
�

!������
 

 
Here, µiis the mean vector and ∑

s
i is the covariance matrix of the i

th
 mixture component.  

 
The mixture weights are such that:- 

∑ "#
��� i    = 1 

 
Each trained speaker is thus, represented by a Gaussian mixture model, collectively represented 
by:- 

λs={µi , ∑i , pi } 
where, i=1,2 ,…M, µi , ∑i , pi represent the mean, covariance and weights of the i

th
mixture 

respectively. 
 
In this paper, the models are trained using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [18]. The 
basic idea of the EM algorithm is as follows:- Beginning with an initial model λ, to estimate a new 
model λ’, such that p (X | λ’) ≥ p(X | λ).The new model then becomes the initial model for the next 
iteration and the process is repeated until some convergence threshold is reached. 
 
But during the implementation of the EM algorithm, a singularity problem arises which limits the 
training to a limited number of Gaussians. To avoid these problems, a variance flooring method is 
generally used. However in our experiments, we find that the variance flooring method is also not 
able to solve the singularity problem altogether. In our experiments, we found out that if, an 
optimum splitting of mean is implemented during the EM implementation, then it deals with the 
singularity problem completely and we are able to train the data to any number of Gaussians. So, 
in our experiments, we have proposed and implemented this optimum splitting of mean technique 
so as to overcome the singularity problem. 

 

3 Proposed Improvements to the Speaker Recognition System 
 

In this paper, we propose a novel technique to improve both the accuracy and computational 
speed of the speaker identification task by pruning the state search space. We propose to do so 
by dropping out the more unlikely speakers from the search space by preceding the speaker 
identification stage with a gender recognition stage. The basic idea of the two approaches we 
have followed for Speaker Identification purposes is depicted below in Figure 3, where the top 
figure corresponds to the original speaker identification system and the bottom figure 
demonstrates our proposed changes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 3:Speaker recognition system and Hierarchical Speaker Recognition System. 

From our speaker recognition experiments, we observed that some of the incorrect recognition 
cases resulted from confusions with speakers of a different gender. In a separate set of 
experiments, where we performed gender recognition using speech features, we achieved 
significantly higher recognition accuracies. So, we tried to improve our speaker recognition 
system by implementing a pruning stage before the actual speaker recognition stage where we 
first estimate the speaker's gender and then perform speaker recognition on the identified smaller 
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speaker set. Such a system has two main advantages :- a) First of all, if the implemented gender 
recognition system is highly accurate, then it would allow to reduce the inter-gender confusions 
thereby resulting in a higher overall recognition accuracy, b) A gender recognizer before the 
speaker recognizer prunes the state space and thus, the computational speed of the overall 
system improves. The results of this improved recognition system is provided in the next section. 
 
The hierarchical recognition system improves the performance by reducing the inter gender 
misclassification. The hierarchical approach exploits the difference in statistical properties of male 
and female during 1

st
 phase of recognition. This approach also provides us the flexibility to use 

more targeted feature for different gender cluster. In this paper, we have used different feature 
set for gender recognition phase and speaker recognition phase in hierarchical recognition 
system.  
 

4 Experiments and Results 
 

4.1 Dataset 
In this paper, we have conducted the experiments on the MIT database and a self-collected 
database:- 
 

• MIT Database 

• Was collected by a prototype hand held device in order to simulate scenarios 
encountered by real-world speech recognition and verification systems.  

• Used different locations as well as different microphones. 

• Total 48 speakers with 22 females and 26 males. 

• Sampled at 16k Hz. 
 

• Self-Collected Database 

• To deal with real time noisy condition 

• Total 20 Indian speakers including 9 females and 11 males. 

• Sampled at 16k Hz. 

• Different microphone and collected in different sessions.  
 

4.2 Experiments and Results 
During the training phase, the speech signals from each speaker class were pre-emphasized 
using a first order FIR filter (pre-emphasis coefficient = 0.97). Then they were divided into 20 ms 
frames with an overlap of 10ms. Each frame was then, windowed using a hamming window. 
Features are then extracted from each windowed frame. In our experiments, we have used 
feature vectors composed of 12 lowest Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients computed using 21 
Mel-spaced filters (the 0

th 
coefficients being excluded because they carry little speaker-specific 

information), the delta and delta-delta coefficients, the delta and delta-delta cepstral energy, 5 
MACV features derived from the auto-correlation function and the cepstral mean subtraction 
features (determined for each utterance). After extraction of features, the speaker classes were 
statistically modeled using GMMs. EM algorithm was then used for estimating the parameters of 
the GMM class. At the end of the training phase, we were thus, left with Gaussian mixture 
models, representing each speaker class. Experiments were conducted with 32 and 64 mixtures.  
 
In the testing phase, similarly features were extracted for the test utterances of the corresponding 
databases. Their likelihoods were estimated against the trained models. The model against which 
it yielded the highest likelihood score was identified as the speaker. 
 
4.2.1 Gender Recognition in Standard Database 
The first set of experiments was conducted to perform gender recognition on the complete set of 
male and female files in the MIT database. The accuracies obtained for different sets of features 
are shown in Table 1. 
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Sl No Features used No. of mixtures Male Female 
Overall 

accuracy 

1 MFCC+DCE+ 
DDCE 

16 90.01 97.96 93.795 

2 MFCC+DCE+ 
DDCE+ MACV(5) 

32 95 98.4 96.619 

3 MFCC+DCE+ 
DDCE+ MACV(3) 

64 94.36 97.7 95.95 

 
TABLE1:Gender Recognition Accuracies on MIT Database. 

 
The MFCC+DCE+DDCE served as our baseline system which gave an accuracy of 93.795%. 
Including 3 MACV features improved the results by almost 2% with a marginal increase in the 
dimensionality. Including 5 MACV features again increased the accuracy of the system.  

 
4.2.2 Gender Recognition on Self-Collected Database 
We repeated the same set of gender recognition experiments as discussed above on the self-
collected database. For the feature set composed of MFCC, DCE, DDCE and 5 MACV features, 
we obtained 100% accuracies in distinguishing between the male and female speaker classes. 
 
4.2.3 Speaker Recognition on Standard Database 
I) In the 3

rd
 set of experiments, 48 speaker models (48 male/female speakers) were trained with 

MFCC+∆MFCC+ ∆∆MFCC (39 feature vector set) using 64 Gaussian mixture models and tested 
using the test utterances of the speakers (other than the training utterances). The results are 
shown in Table 2. We obtained an overall accuracy of 81.058% and out of which the female and 
male accuracies are 78.6209% and 83.1204%. 

Spk. Accuracy Spk. Accuracy Spk. Accuracy 

f00 85.19 f16 85.19 m10 81.48 

f01 81.48 f17 72.22 m11 92.59 

f02 61.11 f18 70.37 m12 81.48 

f03 59.26 f19 64.18 m13 77.78 

f04 68.54 f20 90.74 m14 66.67 

f05 79.63 f21 87.04 m15 88.89 

f06 70.37 m00 92.59 m16 68.54 

f07 98.15 m01 87.04 m17 77.78 

f08 81.48 m02 83.33 m18 88.89 

f09 87.04 m03 68.52 m19 83.33 

f10 90.04 m04 83.33 m20 77.78 

f11 75.93 m05 90.74 m21 77.78 

f12 90.74 m06 98.15 m22 87.04 

f13 85.19 m07 94.44 m23 83.33 

f14 83.33 m08 88.89 m24 72.26 

f15 61.11 m09 100 m25 68.52 

TABLE2:Speaker Recognition Accuracies for MFCC+∆MFCC+ ∆∆MFCC on MIT Database. 
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II) In the next set of experiments, the 48 speaker recognition system were built using CMS with 
64 Gaussian mixtures. We improved overall accuracy to 83.869 % as compared to the baseline 
system accuracy of 81.058%. It is observed that though for few speakers, the accuracy went 
down as compared to standard MFCC but in general, it increased for all the speakers. The results 
are shown in Table 3. 
 

Spk. Accuracy Spk. Accuracy Spk. Accuracy 

f00 88.89 f16 68.52 m10 85.19 

f01 70.37 f17 66.67 m11 100 

f02 85.19 f18 66.67 m12 74.07 

f03 68.52 f19 81.48 m13 72.22 

f04 53.70 f20 100 m14 70.37 

f05 94.44 f21 92.59 m15 98.15 

f06 74.07 m00 98.15 m16 100 

f07 100 m01 94.44 m17 87.04 

f08 83.33 m02 85.19 m18 83.33 

f09 62.96 m03 83.33 m19 74.07 

f10 92.59 m04 100 m20 92.59 

f11 74.07 m05 85.19 m21 87.21 

f12 85.19 m06 81.48 m22 81.48 

f13 94.44 m07 100 m23 81.48 

f14 98.15 m08 90.74 m24 62.96 

f15 68.15 m09 100 m25 87.04 

 
TABLE3:Speaker Recognition Accuracies for CMS Feature set on MIT Database. 

 
We observe that system accuracy for 64 Gaussians is best for this dataset. 

 
4.2.4 Speaker Recognition on Self-Collected Database 
In the next set of experiments, we performed speaker recognition on the self-collected database. 
Preliminary 8-speaker models were built with single Gaussian mixture modeling. With the 39-
vector set MFCC, 100% accuracies were obtained for the training data. In another set of 
experiments, 8 speaker models were made using MFCC and CMS features and the accuracies 
obtained was found to be 95.413%. The results are shown in Table 4. 

 
 
 

Sl. No Speaker Accuracy 

1 Spk 1 100 

2 Spk 2 100 

3 Spk 3 100 

4 Spk 4 96.67 

5 Spk 5 76.67 

6 Spk 6 96.67 
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7 Spk 7 93.3 

8 Spk 8 100 

 
TABLE4:Speaker Recognition Accuracies for CMS Feature set on Self-Collected Database. 

 
4.2.5 Hierarchical Speaker Recognition System 
As discussed before in Section III, we then performed experiments to improve our speaker 
recognition accuracies by combining the system with a gender recognizer. The final system that 
was built would first classify the speaker’s gender and then, it will recognize the speaker’s identity 
in that speaker class. We performed the baseline experiment on the modified system and the 
results are shown in Table 5. 
 

 

Spk. Accuracy Spk. Accuracy Spk. Accuracy 

f00 87.04 f17 68.52 m11 88.89 

f01 59.26 f18 57.41 m12 74.07 

f02 88.81 f19 94.07 m13 57.41 

f03 66.67 f20 100 m14 75.47 

f04 35.42 f21 96.30 m15 66.67 

f05 90.74 m00 96.30 m16 96.30 

f06 70.37 m01 94.44 m17 79.63 

f07 98.15 m02 88.89 m18 83.33 

f08 66.67 m03 66.67 m19 96.30 

f09 72.22 m04 98.15 m20 88.89 

f10 92.59 m05 90.74 m21 88.89 

f11 81.48 m06 88.89 m22 81.48 

f12 90.74 m07 100 m23 88.89 

f13 96.30 m08 66.67 m24 70.37 

f14 83.33 m09 96.30 m25 88.89 

f15 79.63 m10 81.48 - - 

f16 77.78     

TABLE5:Table showing accuracies for speaker recognition using gender recognition 
 

The overall system accuracy improved from 81.058% (with the baseline system) to 82.56% (with 
our novel proposed system). Also, the computational time of the system reduced from 64.812s to 
44.078 seconds.  The comparison of the accuracies of the systems 4.2.2(I) and 4.2.3 can be 
graphically seen in Figure 4. It is expected that performing the same experiments using the CMS 
feature would also improve the performance in a similar fashion, which we may perform in future. 
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FIGURE 4:Figure showing the performance improvement using the hierarchical recognizer 
 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 
 

In this paper, we first propose a text-independent speaker recognizer using Gaussian Mixture 
Models. For a combination of 39 MFCC features, we obtained an accuracy of 81.058% on the 
MIT Database, which served as our baseline system. In another set of experiments, we 
demonstrated that using the CMS feature improves the accuracy of the system to 83.869%. Since 
the number of speakers in MIT Dataset is 48, the performance of system is around 83% but the 
recognition of self-collected dataset, which contains only 8 speakers is relatively high around 
96%.  

 
We then proposed a novel technique to improve the performance of our baseline speaker 
recognizer by implementing gender recognition before the speaker recognition. Through 
experimental results, we finally show that the enhanced system has improvedthe system 
accuracy by more than 1.85% while reducing computational time by over 30%. Thus, the 
proposed hierarchical approach provides a better performance compared to our baseline. 

 
As a part of the future work, we would suggest to implement some additional features which 
would be having more speaker-relevant information. In future, the learning from this system can 
be adopted to build a real time system as this approach effectively reduces the recognition time.  
Also, the overall accuracy of the system can be possibly improved by developing GMMs which 
take care of the degree of overlap between different speaker classes and thereby, giving more 
weightage to the non-overlapped segments. 
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